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In this paper we give the hard technical details for the author’s recent proof that any 
cell-like mapping between HiIbert cube manifolds is proper homotopic to a homeomor- 
phism. A corollary of this result is that any c&like mapping between finite 0%com- 
plexes is a simpie homotopy equivalence. 
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1. Introduction 
We use Q to represent he Wilbert cube and by a HiZbert cube mani- 
ford (or Q-manifold) we mean a separable metric space having an open 
cover by sets which are homeomorphic to open subsets of Q. In 11: 41 
West identified a large class of Q-manifolds by proving that K X Q is a 
Q-manifold, for any complex M (where complexes will always be count- 
able, locally finite, and simplicial). In [ 51 the author obtained thle other 
half of West’s thesrem by provkg that every Q-manifold is homeomor- 
phic to K X Q, for some complex K 
For spaces X and Y, a map f : X + Y is said to be ceZHike (or CE) 
provided that f is proper, onto, and each point-inverse f-l(y) 3s cell- 
like, or equivalently, has trivial shape (see Section 2 for definitions). 
Cfhe object of this paper is to present he hard technical details involved 
in the proof of the following result of 171. 
Theorem 1 .I. If X, Y are Q-munifolds and f : X + Y is u CE map@ng, 
then f is proper homotqdc to a homeorkorphism of X OIWO Y. 
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As was observed in [7], Theorem 1.1 implies the following result in 
simple homotopy theory. 
heorem 1.2. If K, L are complexes and f : K + L is u CE mappirtg, then 
f is an infinite simple homotopy eqiiiwlence. 
(Actually the complexes K and L may be replaced by CW-complexes, 
each of which satisfies the property that it is the unaon of a countable, 
locally finite, collection of finite subcomplexes.) 
The “hard technical details” that we referred to above are Theorems 
6-2 and 9.1 a Theorem 6.2 is a result concerning Z-sets in Q-manifolds 
(see Section 2 for a definition) and Theorenn 9.1 is the solution of a CE 
handle problem for Q-manifolds. Both results are concerned with the 
conversion of arbitrary CE mappings to CE mappings which are homeo- 
morphisms on certain subsets of the domain. The idea of the proof o? 
Theorem 1.1 in 1’7 ] is to work through a handle decomposition and it 
is Theorem 6.2 that enables us to treat the boundary as a special case. 
Then Theorem 9.1 enables us to inductively work through the handles. 
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is adopted from the proof of [ 13, Theorem 
A], where a corresponding result was established for finite-dimensional 
manifolds. In fact, Theorem 9.1 is an infinite-dimensional version of the 
Main Theorem of [ 131, which is the solution of a CE handle problem 
for finite-dimensional manifolds. i 
In addition to the techniques of [ 131 we will use a considerable 
amount of infinite-dimensional topology, In particular we will need the 
main results of [ 51 and [ 6) concerning triangulation and classification 
of @manifolds. For this we will assume that the reader is familiar with 
the notion of an infinite simple homotopy equivalence and some of the 
standard results in this area (see [ 121). 
2. Definitions and notation 
Nl maps are continuous and we use f’l-- g to indicate that maps f and 
g are homotopic. For a homotopy F : X % I-, Y, where 1= [O,l 1, we 
use 8’* : X + Y to denote the level of F defined by F”(x) = F(x, t). Also 
fi A Is used to denote restriction and idx represents the identity on X. 
For A c X we use Intx(A) and denote togological interior 
and boundary, respectively, of A notation X s Y is used to 
indicate that X is homeomorphic to Y. n the sequel all spaces wiplt be 
separable, locally compact, and metric. 
is proper provided that the inverse image of each compacturn 
g to indicate that the proper maps f and g 
he homotopy joining;: f to g is a proper map) 
and the term ~~OJNV homotopy e uivdence will have a meaning in this 
proper category which is analogous to the term homotopy equivalence. 
If Kg : X + Y are maps and 3c is an open cover of Y, then w’e say that 
f and g are V&N provided that for each x f X there exists an element 
UE Cu containing both f(x) and g(x). If ci is a metric for Y and E : Y+ (0,~) 
is a map, then we say that f and g are e+irose provided that 
dmx), g(x)) < min(&), eg(jc)} for all x E X. The following result is 
left as an exercise. It shows that the concepts of %-close and +close are 
equivalent. 
Lemma 2.1. Let d be a metric for X. 
(1) If Cu is an open cover of X, then there exists a map e: X -+ (&-) 
such that if d(x,y) < min(&),E(y)], then there exists an element 
U E 3c coyl tainhg x and y. 
(2) If e : X -+ (O,=) is a map, then there exists an open cover c3c Of X 
such that if x,y E U E 31t for some U, tltoen d(x,y) < min{e(x), e(y)). 
If 31 is an open cover of a space X, then put St*(%) = % and for 
each n > 1 we inductively define SF(%) to be the open cover of X 
consisting of all sets of the form 
where A E SF - l(V). If d is a metric for X and x E X, then we use N,(x) 
to denote the open ball of radius r about x. 
Iff: X+ YisamapandA C If, thenwesaythatfis l-l overA 
provided that f If -l(A) is l-l. If g : X + Y is anothermap, then we 
saythatf=goverA providedthatf-l(~)=g-l(A)andf~f-L(A)= 
gig-w. 
We say that a compact metric space iis cell-like provided that it has 
trivial shape (in the sense of Borsuk 9[23 )_We will need the following 
characterization of cell-like spaces. The proof is left as an exercise. 
2.2. If A is a compact metric space contained in an AJ+!R XS 
then the following are equivalm t:* 
(1) A is celi-like; 
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(2) A has Pro perty Ut” in X, i.e. for each neighborhood U of A there 
exists a neighborhood V of A contaitied in i/such that V contracts to a 
point in U. 
(One just embeds X as a closed subset of Hilbert space Z2 and directly 
applies Borsuk’s definition of trivial shape.) 
We will use the representation Q = II;,& where each Ii is the closed 
interval[-l,l].Foreachintegerla>OweletP=I~X...XI,,, 
Q, = &XI& x . ..> and 0 = (O,O, ...) E Qn. 
A closed subset A of a space X is said to be a Z-set in X provided that 
if U c X is a non-null and homotopically trivial open set, then U - A is 
also a non-nu 1 and homotopically trivial open set. An embedding 
f : A + X is a Z-embedding proviCed that fiA) is a Z-set in X. Z-sets are 
important because of the following result of [ 11. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be Q Q-manifold, A be Q separable, locally compact, 
&metric space, and let F : A >i I + X be a proper map such that F,, F, 
are Z-embeddings and /F is limited by an open cover cu‘ of X, i. e., for 
each a E A there exists a UE Cu which contains F((a} X I). Then there 
exists a hameomorphism h : X + X such that hFO = F, and h is St5 (CU )- 
close to id,. 
3. CE maps are proper homotopy equivalences 
Our main result here is ‘Theorem 3.2, where we prove that any CE 
map between Q-manifolds is a proper homotopy equivalence. Our tech- 
niques are modifications of those used by Lathe to prove a correspond- 
ing result for ENR’s [ 10 1. We will frrst need the l’ollowing lemma, whose 
statement resembles [ 10, Lemma 2.3 ] o We must redesign the proof 
since we allow our’ complexes to be infinite-dimensional. 
% 
mna 3.1. Let X be a Q-manifold, Y be a comF#lex, and let f : X + Y 
be a GE map. Let k’ be a compkx, L be a subco rltplex, # : K -+ Y be a 
proper map, and lef JI : L + X be Q proper map which lifts #IL, i. e., 
f# = #IL. If e : Y s-p (&I) is a map, then there exists a metric d for Y 
{depending onk’y on Yj and a proper map 5: K + X such that 31 L =y J/ 
and d(f&@ < 2@. 
roof. Choose d so that closed and bounded sets in Y are compa&.az>d 
t us additionally assume that ti! has been chosen so that if 0 i’ .r < i “* * 
u is a vertex of Y, then N,(v) is contractible. For each simple:x CJ in 
K we will construct an open ball! N(u), of radius less than 1, lying in Y 
such that: 
( 1) 4(o) C N(0) for each 0; 
(2) if o, T are simplices in K and o is a face of 7 (written 1’~ 3 r), then 
N(o) c IV@:. 
To do this choose a map a : Y + f 1 ,&a) such that if Q is :a simplex ‘in 
K and y f @(o), then a(y) 3 dim o + 1. Subdividing K (if r,ecessary) 
we may assume that if o is a simplex in AC, then 
diam(a(d)) < E@)/a(y), 
for all y E $I@), where 7 is a simplex of K such that o + 7. For each 
vertex u of K let 
r(u) = min{e(y)/a(y) 1 u 4 7 and y E (b(r)). 
Then we put N(U) = N&,(@(u)) and note that this defines Pd on .the sim 
plices of fl, the U-skeleton of .K To define N on the simplices of the 
l-skeleton, Kl, choose a vertex u, of O, far each I-simplex o ira K’t, and 
let 
r(a) = minI2e(y)/aCv) I u -4 T, 9 E @f7)). 
Then put N(o) = N,(,,(&.Q) for each I-simplex cr in K’i ltt is clear that 
$(a) C N(a) for al1 CL To see that condition (2) above is satisfied we 
choose a l-simplex CJ in K1 with vertices u, and u’. But Y(u,), eu’) G $(o.) 
and therefore 
So we have defined N on the simplices of Kr.. In like manner we can . 
continue this process to inductively define N on all simpliccs of X. 
We now inductively construct i$ : K -+ X to fuffill our requirements. 
First define SO : Ii? U L + X by setting SO IL = 3, and i&(u) E f- ‘(N(u)), 
for all vertices u of @- L. Pfext we show how to define 51 : K’ tl L + X 
extending SO A11 we need to do is define 5, on each Lsimplex o‘ of’ RI 
which Ss r~.& A; d,. If u1 ,u2 a&e the vertices of cr, then we have 
Since N(o) is contractible, it follows from [ 10, Corollary 2.4 that 
f -'l(N(u)) is also contractible (recall that an with kXz1 hs 
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groups is contractible), Thus $il 1 o: cf + f- l(N(a)) can be defined to ex 
tend ipl& ms process can be clearly continued to define our required 6. 
e are now ready for our main result. Its proof is a modif’katian of 
of of [ IO, Theorem 2.11. 
Theorem 3.2. If X, Y are Q-manifolds and f : X + Y is a Cl? map, then 
f is a pr&& komotopy equivalence. 
roof. Using the triangulation re$uIt of [ 5 ] we may regard X = A X Q 
and Y = B X Q, where A and B are complexes. The prcjection p : Bx Q+B 
is a proper homotopy equivalence, so all we have to do is prove that 
pf : A X Q -+ B is a proper homotopy equivalence. To apply Lemma 3.1 
we will first need to prove that pf is a CE map. Thus we must prove 
that @fi-l(b) is cell-like, for all b E B. Using Lemma 2.2 this means 
that we must prove that (pf)- l(b) has Property UI? Choose any neigh- 
borhood U of @fi- l(b) in A X Q. It is clear that there exists a neighbor- 
hood N of b in B such that @n-‘(N) c U; we may choose N contract+ 
ible. Then p- l(N) is contractible and by [ IO, Corollary 2.41 it follows 
that (pf)-*(N) is contractible. This is all we need to get pf a CE map. 
Using Lemma 3.1 there exists a proper map g : B --p A X Q such that 
pfg is “close” to idB. We can choose pfg sufficiently close to id, so 
that pfg yP idBm To show that g is a proper homotopy inverse of pf all 
we have left to do is prove that gpf = 
defined by i(a) = (a#) for all a E A. a 
idA X Q. Let i : A + A X Q be 
that this implies that gpf yp idA X Q, 
e will prove that g@ =p i, To see 
let p1 : A X Q + A be projection. Then 
gpf “p gpfip, =jj ip1 “p id A xQ’ 
Let E’ : A X {8,1} + X be defined by );b = i and F1 = gpfi. Then F is a 
proper map. Also let G : A X [Cl, 1 ] + be a proper map such that 
Go =pj? and 6, =: pfg pj?. Then A X ,l} is a subcomplex of.4 X [C,l] 
and F’ lifts GIA X CO, 1). Thus Lemma 3.1 implies that there exists a 
proper map% A X [ Q,l ] + X which extends 4;. This means that 
&TPfi “La i and we are 
result 
Our next goal i heorem 6.2. In this and the next section we e.stablish 
results which will ur key result here is Theorem 4.3. 
It is used only in Section 5. oof It will be convenient o esta- 
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blish the fcAowing two lemmas ma is just an estimated ver- 
sion of the stabili anifolds, which asserts that 
every 
Proof. Let : X + XX Q be a homeomorphism and Get 9 be the open 
cover of X X Q which is induced by 3c and QI. We lealge it as an exercise 
for the reader to construct a map 0 : X + f 0,l) so that for each x E 22 
there exists an integer n 9 0 such that e(x) 3 rr/(n + 1) and 
(xl X I(q&, l *a? qtr)) X QH+, lies in an element of V, for alI Q = (46” Q. 
(One just constructs an upper semicontinuous function 8’ : X + [ 0,l) 
which satisfies this property and then uses Dowker’s theorem to find :t 
map6 :X+ [0,l)suchthat8’<8< 1 [8,p. l70].) 
Using an iuea like that used in [ 11, Lemma 2.1] we can easily con- 
struct a map 
g:QxQx[Wl+Q 
such that if g, : Q X Q + Q is defined by g&,4) = g(+q, t) for all t E I, 
then 
(1) gt is a homeomorphism for all t < 1) 
(2) gl : Q X Q + Q is projection off the first factor, 
(3) for t < 1 and n > 0 an integer such that n/(n +l) G t, we have 
(That is, gt preserves the first yt coordinates of the first factor for 
t 3 n/(n + I).) 
Now define a homeomorphism 6 : X X Q X Q -+ X X Q by 
Then let h : X X Q -+ X be the composition 
It is clear that h fulfills our requirements. 
Our next result is just i3 simp e modification of the idea used to prove 
the main result of [ 1 ] (which i. stated in this paper as Lemma 2.3). 
omit the: straightforward proof. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let X be a Q-manifuld.. A C X be Q compact Z-se& A0 C. 
be ended,-clt be an yen cover of X, and kt tt : A -) X be an embedding 
such that htffa =’ id and b(A) is a Z-set in X. Tken there exists a closed 
neighborhood JO of A0 in’A and a homeomoq&sm f : X -+ X which 
extends h& : & -+ h(.&) artd such that f is %-close to idx. 
We now put Lemmas 4.1,4.2 together to establish the following re- 
Theorem 4.3. Let X and Y be Q~mnn$%l&, f : X + Y be a CE map, 
.+I c Y be u compact Z-set, and let A, c A lje a closed set which is an 
ANR. E’urthermwe asszlrne that f is 1, - 1 over A, and f ‘l(Au) is a Z-set 
in X. If %’ is an open cover of Y, then there exists a closed neighborhood 
A, of A0 in A and CE map g : X + Y such that: 
(I)gis L-1 over&, 
(2) g- 16&l is a Z-set in X, 
(3) g = f over AO, 
(4) g is U-close to jT 
Prosf. Let’V be an open cover of Y such that St(bV) refines Cu. Com- 
bining Lemmas 2.3 and 4. I it is easy to see that we can find a home* 
morphism p : Y X Q + Y, as close to the projection as we want, such 
that 0(x, 0) = x for all x E AO. Thus we can find homeomorphisms 
Q : X X Q + X and fl : Y X Q -+ Y such that if fi is thz composition 
X &XxQ fxid b YxQ--+ Y, P 
then 
Cl)& is CE, 
(2)& is l-1 over/& 4, X Q), fI-‘p((AO X Q) is a Z-set irr X, fi = f over 
A O, and ft is V-close to & 
Choose a closed neighborhood N of A0 n A and a retraction r :: N+ A,. 
Let N/A0 b:i: the decomposition space formed b 
pliSnt and let p : N + IV/A, be the quotient map can find an em- 
btzdding 0 : IV/A0 + Q such that 8g(A 
7: by a(x) = @(x)~ @p(x)). 
L-l, and TQV) c lso we see that r(x) 
TJilen 8~ : Iv + Y is an embeddin such that p?(N) is a Z-set apd /jr 1,4,, = id, 
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mma 4.2 we can find a closed neighborhood x0 of A, .in N 
and a homeomorphism u : Y + such t.hat uPlo = id, tt is W-i=l?,se to
p7l& = id. Then tifl : X + Y is a CE map which is St(V)- 
close to f, ufi is l- 1 over 4, (ufi )- I(.,) is a Z-set in X, and ufi = f 
over A,. Thus g = ufi fulfills QUA requirements. 
5. A result for (compact Z-sets 
We are working towards Theorem 6.2, where we prove a result con- 
cerning Z-sets in Q-manifolds. The main result of this section is 
Theorem 5.3, where we establish a weak version of Theorem 6.2 for 
compact Z-sets. We wili first need to establish two preliminary lemmas. 
For notation let B,” denote the pz-ball of radius r in Euclidean n-space, 
Lemma 5.1. Let X, Y be Q-manifolds, f : X + Y be a CE map, and let 
6 : B” + Y be an embedding&& that t#(B!) is a &et, f is l- 1 over 
O(B ?I3 3 - Int(Bi)), and f -. l@(Bi - Int(By)) is c: Z-see ipr X, v UC Y is an 
open set such that U n $(Bt) = @(Int(B$)), then there exists a CE map 
g : X + Y such that: 
(l)g=fover Y- U, 
(2) g is I- 1 over #@3:), 
(3) g-lqb(Bt) is a Z-set in X. 
Proor’. Our first task will be to construct a map it : X + X such that 
af -l#(BT) = p c X, a[X - f-‘(U) = id, and 4X - f -l#(BI) gives a 
homeomorphism of X - f%$(By) onto X - {p). Choose p e f-‘(u) 
and note that there exists a sequence {Ai); of closed neighborhoods 
of p such that Ai s Q, Bd(Af) z Q, Bd(Ai) is bicollared in X, Ai+,c In&$), 
and II E 1 Ai = (p} (see [ 3, Theorem 1 I). We will need a similar sequence 
for f - $(Bq)l i.e., a sequence {Bi}; 1 of closed. mighborhoods off - ‘4(B;) 
such that Bi E Q, Bd(Bi) E Q, Bd(Bi) is bicollared in X, Br+l C InttBi), 
and n glBi = f - l@(By). To do this let G c X be a neighborhood of 
f - $(B;). If we can find a closed neighborhood B of f-$(BT) such that 
B c G, d!? 2 Q, Bd(B) s Q, and BdJB) is bicollared, then we can indun. 
tively construct our desired sequence {Bi}L 1. It is clear that there exists 
T) such that f - 
, we cm fiici an open e dd.ing7 : Q X [0,1)+x 
such that t$(BT) c T(Q X [ 0,1):1. (For this we again arphped to f3 1 l ) Then. 
f -w2 x wm is a neighborhoo off “%#(By> and by Theorem 3.2 it 
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has the propei homotopy type of Q X [ 0,l )* But this implies that 
f-$*(Q X [OJ)) s?r! Q X [O,l). There ade two ways we can see this. 0ne 
way is to appeal to the olassification theorem of [ 61 which states that Q-ma 
folds are homeomorphic iff they have the same infinite simple homotopy 
type. For this one would also have co use [ 12 in order to show that 
the complexes used in the triangulations do h e the same infinite simple 
homotopy type. Another way to see that f - %(Q X [O,l)) 2 
is to dc infinite-dimensional surgery on the end in f - %(Q X 
somewhat along the lines of [ 41. Thus f - %(Q X [ 
This immediately implies that our required ne off &?;) 
exists. This in turn implies that the sequence (B,& exists. Without loss 
of generality assume that A 1 u 8, c f-‘(u). 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that A, z A, X [O,l 1, w ere the homeo- 
morphism takes Bd(Ai) onto Al $X ((2). Similarly there exists a ho;neo= 
morphism of Bl onto B, X [O,l] which takes Bd(B,) onto B, X (0). 
Since Bd(A,) and Bd(Bi) are bicollared, we can therefore construct a 
homeomor@lism QI 1 : X - Int(B1) + X - Int(Al) such that arl(Bd(B1)) = 
Bd(A,) and a1 IX -f-‘(U) = id. It is easy to see that B, - Int(B*) and 
A, - Int(Az) are Hilbcrt cubes. Thus there exists a homeomorphism 
ui2 : B, - Int(B2) + A, - Ina such that a21Bd(Bl) = cwllBd(B1) and 
cu2(Bd(B2)) =Bd(A2). For this we once more use Lemma 2.3. It is now 
clear how we can inductively piece together\ a homeomorphism of
x - f -‘#(By) onto X - (p) which is the identity outside off -l(u). 
Then this homeomorphism easily extends to our required map ar. 
Using a similar technique we can construct a map p : Y + Y such 
that @(By) = q e Y, PI Y - U = id, PI Y - #(BT) gives a homeomorphism 
of Y - @(By) onto Y - (@, and &(B!) = $(B$$. Consider the composi- 
tion 
Iy _ (p}. cr-l’ --+x-f-Q(B;)-L Y-@(.B+-+ Y-(Q), 
where I denotes the appropriate restriction, and extend it to a map 
g : ;Y + Y. It is easy to see that g fulfills our :fequirements. 
a 5.2. Let X and Y be Q-:ranifolds, f : X + Y be a Cl? map, (K, Ko) 
be a finite simplicial pair, and let @ : K + Y be an embedding such that 
#(K) is a Z-set, f is I- 1 Over #@KO), and f - ‘#(K,) is a Z-set in X. Then 
there exists a CE map X + Y such that: 
(1)gis l-1 over$(. 
(3) g = f over Q>( 
he proof is by induc n on dim(X - KO)* It easily follows from 
.l that our result is e for n = 8. So we will assume it go be 
true for any finite simplicial pair (K, #o> with dim(.K - K,) = iut and 
then look at a s ecific finite simplicial pair (K, K,,), where dim(K - KO) 
= n + 1. choose an open cover ct9 of Y such that St2(y) refines cu and 
without loss of generality assume that #(o) lies in an element of V,.for 
each simplex o of K. If P is the m-skeleton ef K, where- dim K = m + I, 
then the inductive hypothesis implies that there exists a CE map 
gl : X -9 Y such that: 
fl)gs is l-l over #(km U I$), 
(2) S,‘@(&? U KO) is a Z-set in X, 
(3) gl = f over H&j> 
(4j g, is V-close to fi 
Using Theorem 4.3 we can find a derived neighborhood N of IP U K. 
inKandaCEmapg2 :X-+ Ysuchthat: 
(1)g2 is l-l over@(N), 
(2) gi l@(N) is a Z-set in X, 
(3) 82 = g1 over H&)9 
(4) g2 is V-close to gl . 
This means that g2 is St(V )-close to fi 
Let {o$_~ be the (m + l)&nplices of K -- X0 and for each i let 8, be 
the closure-of q - N Applying Lemma 5.1 to each of the @{s we car; 
clearIy construct a CE map $3 : X -+ Y such that: 
(l)g3 is l-l overt+(K), 
(2) g;l#(K) is a Z-set in X9 
(3) 83 = 82 over b(&), 
(4) g3 i.s V-close to 82. 
(This is possible since the 0;s are pairwise disjoint.) Then g = g3 fulfillk 
our requirements. 
We are now ready to apply Lemmas 5.1 and 5i.2 to get the main aem! 
sult of this section. 
Theorem 5.1. Lc t X and Y be Q-manifolds, f : X + Y be a CE map, 
(K,Ko) be a fini e si icial pair, and let @ : X X Q -+ Y be a 
is a Z-set, f is 1 - 1 twer $( 
(l)gis l--l over(b(K X Q), 
(2) g-l@(K x Q) is a Z-set in X, 
(3) g =‘f Over Q, 
Moreover, if 3c is pen covw of Y, then g ban be chosen Wclose to jI 
rolrf. Let v be ‘an open cover of Y such that St1 “(V) refines tic l Choose 
n large enough so that e(b) X Q, +, ) lies in an element of c23, for all 
x~KXIV’T’henKOXTisasubcomplexofKX.Pandwecanuse 
Lemma 5.2 to find a GE map g1 : CE” + Y such that: 
(l)gl is l-l over$(KXI” X{O]), 
(2) gi’@(K X I” X (0)) is a Z-set in X, 
(3) gl = $over @(KO ;X P X (O}), 
(4) gl is V-close to fi 
Using Theorem 4.3 there exists a closed neighborhood N of K X P X (0) 
inKXQandaCEmapgz :X+ Ysuchthat: 
( l)gz is 1-l over @(m, 
(2) g? l@(N) is a Z-set in X, 
(3)gz =gl over@(KX F X (OH, 
(4) g2 is V -close to gl . 
Choose )m 2 n large enough so that K X F X [O) X Qm +1 C N, where 
OE In+1 X . . . X Im, and use Lemma 2.3 to get a homeomorphism 
h : Y + Y such that h@(K X (2) = t$(K kP X {O] X Qm+,), 
hl@(Ko X In X (0)) = id, and h is limited by 33. Then define 
g3 :X+ Ybyg3 = h- ‘g2. We note that g3 is a CE map such that: 
(l)gzi is l-l over#(KXQ), 
(2) g;; ‘@(K X &) is a Z-set in X, 
(3) giI = fover #(K. X P X {0}), 
(4) g;i is St* (V)-close to f. 
If we knew that g 3 = f over Q)jK,, X Q), then we would be done. To get 
this we must make an adjustment og3, 
Let$$=Cf-l(V’)ug~l(V)l VCVI,whichisanopencoverofX, 
and corisider the embeddings 
f -‘I~(~, x Q>: NK, x 9) -+ X 
Using condition (3) above it follows that these maps are homotopic, 
with each fiber of t’he homotopy lying in an element of g. Using Lemma 
2.3 there exists a homeomorphism Q : X + such that ag; 1 I@(K, X 
f *- ‘lq3(Ko X Q) and tll is StS@)-close to id,. Then put g = g3a-- ! l’t i 
o check that g fulfills our requirements. 
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6. A result for arbitrary Z-sets 
In this section we rove our main res& concerning Z-sets. For its 
proof we will need the follcwing convergence procedure for CE maps. 
a 6.1. Let X, Y be @manifo&& and for each integer n > 0 tet Gn 
be a collection of CE maps from X onto Y suclrz that if a! if (3, and 9 
is any open cover of Y, then there exists a /3 G enal whick is $pdose 
to CY. Then for each n we can select fi E ii!* such that ftxj = fim f,(x) . 
defines a CE map from X onto Y. Moreover, if fi is @Vera nd Qt is lzn 
open cover of Y, then fn, n 2 2, can be selected so that the CE map 
f = lim fn is Welose to fi . 
Proof. Let 9 be the space of all proper map:. of X into Y (with the 
compact-open topology) and let (2 be the subspaee of 9 consistiqg of 
all CE maps of X onto Y. We will first show that 9 can be given a com- 
plete metric p. To see this let x = X tr {x,} and r = Y u Cy_} denote 
the one-point compactifications of X and Y, respectiveky. For each 
f G 9 let 7 : 2 + p be the map defined by 71X = J”and ~rcxoo> = y,. If 
F denotes the space of mappings of a onto P (with the compact-open 
topology), then the correspondence f +) ~giws a hornetsmorPhism of 9 
onto a subset 5 of 9. It is known that 9 can be given a complete me- 
tric and it is easy to see that 5 is a G, in 9. Thus ?, ancd therefore P, 
can also be given a complete metric; call it p, (See [ 8, ~1. 308; .) 
To see that ecan be given a complete metric all we h;Bve to do is, 
prove that e is a closed subset of 9. Thus choose f~ 1;p and assume 
that there -exists a sequence cr,,,“= 1 c C! such that lim &! = f (conver- 
gence in the%ompact-open topology). Choose y E Y and let U c X be 
a neighborhood off - l(y), Choose a contractible open set V C Y can- 
taining y and an integer n1 such. that PZ 3 nl implies that f; 1 (V') e U- 
This means that we can find an integer n2 5 nl large enough so that . 
f-‘(Y)c f,-,‘(v)c u. It f o 11 ows from Theorem 3.2 that fn$ $‘v) is 
contractible. Thus Lemma 2.2 implies that f is cell-like. It is easy to 
see that f is onto. 
We have just shown that p gives a complete metric for e. Choose 
any fl E CZl, choose f2 E e2 such that Pv;, fi, <: k, choose f3 E e3 
such that pwj,f2) C($)2,... . Then cF,]r+ is Cauchy in e and we have 
lim fn = f E C?. If the Jn’s (n 2 2) are chosen close enough to yt; ,
we get f %-dose to fi e * 
Theorem 6.2. Let X, Y be Q-manifolds, f : X + Y 5e a CE map, and let 
A c Y be n Z-set. Then there exists map g : J,f: + Y such that g is 
l-l overA and g-$4) is Q Z-set ln oreover, if c2e is un open cover 
of Y, then g ctayt be chosen cu-&se 
first need to know that there exists a complex K and an em- 
: K X Q -=+ Y such that jF(K X Q) is a &et and A C #(K X Q). 
Since A is a Z-set Ifhere exists a homeomorphism of Y onto Y X [0, l] 
such that A is taken into Y X (0). This easily follows from [ 11. But 
Y X (0) is a Z-set in Y X [O,l ] and it is tri ble. Thz,~s our desired 
K and Q, exist. Write K = c’r_$Kn, where eat 
of K such that .K* c K, +f fir all n > 0. 
is a finite subcomplex 
Using Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 6.1 we can inductively selecL;t CE 
maPs$lt 82, l *- X onto Y such that: 
(l)g, is l- er @(I&, X Q), 
(2) g; $(K, X Q) is a Z-set in X, 
” (3) gm = gn over @(K, X Q) for all YPI > n, 
(4) g = lim gn is a CE map of X onto Y, 
(5) g is Wclose to J 
However, it might happen that g is not l-l over @(K X Q), unless some 
extra care is taken in the selection of the g,‘s. For this all we need to 
do is select each gn+l 
-1 
close enough tog, so that g-‘t$(K X Q) = 
&lg, @(K, X Q). With such a choice it follows that g is 1- 1 over 
@(K X Q) and g- lQ4(K X Q) is a Z-set in X. 
7. e torus trick 
In this section we modify the torus trick of [ 131 so that it applies to 
Q-maLrlifolds. Let idean n-space (where 
each Y > 0 let B,” This section is devot 
proof of the following result. 
k Q is a Cl? map, 
atg=foverB~ XQ 
roof. Chr goal will be to const3xct he accompanying 
aps. As we shaI1 see, the existence of o 
is implied by the existence of a certa 
X Q. So we will be working our wa 
gram from bottom to top. 
s 1 1 6 gs C(B; X Q)-- ---+ C(B”, x Q) 
s .9 
ht(B!$ X Q g4 
I 
B Int(Bn2) x Q 
1 
7 X id 
1 
Rn x 
I 
Q Rn 
I rxid 
x9 
I 
e% id 
1 I 
e” X id 
T* x Q g3 I* Tn x Q 
I 
&l I 
Xl 
q1 I 
$_ 
X 
g2 
--3 
g1 
b 
I OLZ 
.X, 
I 42 
..X 
J J 
(Tn-{p})XQ -h? p2 )
I 
Pl 1 
CT” - ig)‘l x Q 
I axid 
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Main Diagwm 
Before proceeding to the first step we introducr;e some more nothon. 
Let 42 : + S1 be the covering projecti defined by e(x) = ex P 
where is the Isphere. Then let en : + ‘Tw be tlhe coverin 
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tion defined by en = eXeX . . . X e, where YP = SIXSeX . . . X S’ is the 
la-torus. We also let EF = @(BF) and we pick p E Int(Ez) - q. 
I. Constlpuct&n oJ-ol. We define an immersion to be a mall which is 
Iucatiy an open embedding. We \vant CY : Tn -- {p} + to be an immer-’ 
sion so that ae” IBY = id. We refer the reader to [9, p. 481 for details. 
11. Construction of N, p1 and ~2. Define 
N = {(x,y) E 44’ x (T” - {p)) X Q I f;(x) = (a X id)Cy)I-, 
andletpl :N+M,p2 : N + (T* - {p}) X & be projections. We now list 
some easily vesrfied .properties: 
(i) p1 is an immersion and therefore N is a Q-manifold; 
(ii) p2 is a CE map. 
III Constrzhon of h. We want h : N -+ CT” - (p}) X Q to be a homeo- I 
morphism which satisfies the following properties. 
(i) p; l(Ez X Q) c h-‘(Int(Ej) X Q) (1 iFt_ +Ji?j X Q) C p;‘(Int(E’;) X Q). 
(ii) V1(Bd(Ei) X Q) 4 p;l((Int(Ez) - E!) X Q) is a homotopy equiv- 
alence. 
(iii) p2h-l : (‘sn - (p}) X’Q + (Tn - (p}) X Q is proper homotopic to id. 
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that the restricted map 
p21 :N-P;‘(~~xQ>~(T”-(ip)uE”,))xQ 
is a proper homotopy equivalence. We will need to know that p2 1 is 
proper homotopic to a homeomL>rphism. This is an immediate conse- 
quence of the classification theorem of [ 6 J and the results of [ 121, 
where it is shown that if K is a complex and u : K + T” - ((p} u E;) 
is a proper homotopy equivalence, then II is an inf!nite simple homo- 
topy equivalence. Thus we get a homeomorphism 
e:N-p;‘(~~xQj~(T”-((i’)u~~))xQ 
which is proper homotopic to ,nzl. Jt is clear that there exists a t, 
2 < t < 3, such that O-‘(Bd(Eyjr X Q) c p-l((Int(E!$ - E$ X Q) and 
Oi(?-‘(Bd(E:) X Q) is homotopic to p2]O- 3 $Bd(Ey) X Q) (in 
(Int(Ei) - Ei) X Q), where this homotopy results from a restriction 
of the proper homotopy joining PI to p21. 
inclusion e-‘(Bcl(E~ X Q) 
t is easy to see that the 
equivalence. Therefore 0 - 
py ‘((Int(E’;) - Ei) X Q) is a homotopy 
ible 
d(Ey) X Q) bounds a mmpact, contract- 
Qamanifoldl A c pi l(Int(E;) X Q). t follows from [ 31 that A is a 
ilbert cube. 
DefinehI :N+(Y-brj)X Qbysettinghl=60nN- 
on A we let h, be a homeo;norphism of A onto By >;I( Q which extends 
s easy to see that hi is proper homo- 
(Tn - (p)) X Q be a homr=omotlphism 
x Q and r(Bd(.Ky) X Q) = Bd(E!j) X Q. 
en & = 7kl fulfills our requirements. 
IV. Reduction ofpmbhz. The remainder of the proof will be devoted 
construction of a CE map p : F2 X Q + E”, X !Q ‘such that 6 = id 
d(E!) X Q and 0 = @uf over Ey X Q. We now show that the 
existence of B i,mplies the existence of our required CE map g : M + W X Q. 
First extend fl by the identity to a CE map 
p: (T” - (Jp))XQ-+ (T” - {p1)Xk, 
Note that pllh-‘(E$ X Q) is l-l (since h-‘(Ez X Qj c pil(Et X Qjj- 
Define a mapPI : plh-‘(E$XQ)+ B$ X Q by 
& = (ol X id) (PO (PI 0 MEi X &)I- ‘I p1 h-‘(E”, X Q>. 
Then p1 is a CE map and it is easy to check that & p1 k-, ‘(BdfEz) X Q) = 
Bd@) X Q, PI is l-l over Bd@!) X Q, and p1 = f over f?; X Q. To finish 
the proof all we have to do is show how to extend Pr to a CE map 
g:M+RnxQ. 
It suffices that we construct a homeomorphism 
& : &I - plh-l(Int(E;) X Q) + (RF1 -- Int@zj> X Q 
such that & = or on J@- ‘(Bd(E;) X Q). An easy check shows that 
f-‘(l’??j X Q) c P1h-‘(Int(E”,)xQjc plK1(E?j X Qj >. 
c f -n(Int(8$ X Q) 
and the inclusion 
p,h-‘(Bd(E!j) X &)I C, f -‘((Int@!) --B”,) X Qr 
is a homotopy equivalence. S:ince plhwl(Bd(Ef$ X Q) is bicollared in M,, 
we can thus construct & much in the same way that & was constructed 
in Step III. We leave the details> to the reader. 
Thus the entire proof reduces to the construction of a certain CE map 
/3 : E; X Q + Ez X Q. It will turn out that 6 will be defined so that the 
following diagram commutes:. 
E;XQ&p 
I 
E; X Q 
I 
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This demands that g6 satis 
(1)g6 is aCE map, 
(2) g6 = id over @d(P) X Q, 
(3)g, = (cu X id&&-$(* X id)l(E”,XQ))-’ over BT X Q* 
V. C~ns&uct&a 0$X sprd glw Let X = ((T’ - {p)) X Qj U (-), the 
one-point compactification of (T” - (p>) X Q. Then gl is defined by 
g1 = &h- x on (Tn - (p)) X c and g@) = ~0. It is clear that 
gl ii a CE map anti g1 = id; however, X is not a Q-manifold. 
VI. C’onstmcti~~ of X,, X2 and g2. Choose a small n-disc 
1yf c Int(Eg) - Ei such that p E Int(q). Define 
X, = KTn - (~1) X Q) -- g; ’ Writ@;> - (pi) x Q) I 
LJ KW~W’;) - IpI) x 9) u HI x Ql l 
The topologies in X1 and X2 are chosen so that the extra Q-factor ap- 
pearing in the second set of brackets gets “shorter” as we get closer to 
gl ‘(Bd(urf) X Q) and Bd(Dy) X Q9 respectively. To see that X1 is a Q- 
manifold we just observe that gi_ ‘((Int(,Dl) - (p}) >(. Q) is homeomorphic 
to (Int(Dy) - (p):l X Q. Also X7. is a Q-manifold. Define g2 : X, + X2 by 
setting g2 = gl ov:r (7? X Q) - (Int(Dy ) X Q) and g2 = gl X idQ over 
[((Int(Dy) - {p}) X Q) U {m)] X Q. Then it is clear that g2 is a CE map. 
efine q1 : X, + X by 
I 
id 
41 = 
on ((Tn -- @No) -s; ’ WnW~) - @WQ); 
projection otherwise. 
Let q2 : X2 -p X be s:imilarly defined. Then the appropriate s
mutes. 
VII. Ccmtructhn of a1,t-tt2 and g3. W’e want cyl and ar2 to be hoineo- 
inorphisms which satisfy 
D;) - IP)) )( Q), 
isc than i3T. The construc- 
‘tion of Q[~ is uivi;nl and the construction of a1 uses tiechniques like those 
used to construct 0 in Step III. The map g3 : 
defined to make the appropriate rectangle co 
are chosen sufficiently close to p, then g3 2 id. 
e also note that 
g; ‘(E; X Q) G Int(E!) X Q, g3CE; x e> c 1M.E;) :A Q, 
g, = P@--’ over E; X Q. 
VIII. Comztmctian of i3. Since g3 =Z id, it follows from stand_ard 
covering space theory that g3 can be lifted to a map g3 : Rn X Q+ 
which commutes with translations of !P X Q of the form $(x,y) := 
where CI = (ai) E Rn satisfies the property that each tli is a multiple of 8, 
This implies that g3 is bounded and in fact it attains its maximum in 
Bi X Q. Thus g3 is proper and it just as easily follows that g3 is or+to. 
To see that g3 is @E we t observe that if A C Tn X Q is a coimpict 
cell-like set, then (8 X i ‘(A) is a countable union of compact ceb 
like sheets, each a translate of any other. If x E I%’ X Q and 
(en X id)(x) = g3(&, then it is clear that @ (x) is one of these sheets 
over A. This proves- that g3 is CE. Finally we note that by applying a 
translation to g3 (if necessary), we can additionally require that 
$J3 (Bi X Q) c Int(Bi) X Q. 
IX. Cmstrwtion of 7 ornd g4. We let 7r : Int(B!) --) Et” be a radial ex- 
pansion such that r[B: = id, where t is chosen sufficiently clos,e to 2 SOI 
that gel (By X Q) C Int(B7) X Q. Then g4 is defined to make the appro- 
p:=ia+ square in the Main Diagram commute. Note that g4 =:= ,r3 ove:r 
B’T: (12. 
X. Construction of CQB! x Q) and g5. We define 
C(Bi 8: Q) = (In t(B:) X Q j U (Bd(B;) X {O}), 
where the topology is chosen so that Q factor g&s shorter as we gel 
(Bz). Then the projection map p : Bz X IQ + C(B!i X Q) is 12 
continuous. We define g5 to be g4 on Int(Bi) X Q and id on 
Bd(BI1,) X (0 j. Clearly gs is allso 6E. 
XI. Construction of 6 csnd g6. As in [4] we note th.at C(BS X Q) is 8 
unifxm limit of homeolmorphisms. 
be a homeomorphism such that S = id on 
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(Bd(B’“,) X (0)) CI (3: X Q), where t was chosen in Step XI Then let 8 
be defiied to make the following diagram commute: 
Using Theofenn 6.2 we can choose a CE map 8, : B* X Q + I?: X Q such 
at 0 1 is close: to 8,8 1 is 1 - 1 over Bd(B;) X Q, 9;: % (Bd(B”,) X Q) is a 
Z-set in B: X Q! and O1 = 8 over (Bd(B”,) X (0)) u (BF X Q), If S is 
chosen close enough to p and 8, chosen close enough to 8, then the 
embedding 
O;‘l :Bd(B;)XQ+@$-B;)XQ 
is homotopic to the inclusion Bd(i”,) X Q C+ (Bi - BI> X Q. Using 
Lemma 2.3 we can extend this embedding to a homcomnxphism 
~B~XQ+Bf:XQsuchthat7=idlonB::(Q.Thenw~ putg6=017-1 
to fulfill our requirements. 
8. A special handle problem 
In this sectisn we use Theorem 7.1 to establish a special case of our 
main handle result. The main idea we use here is a modi5cation of the 
inversion trick of [ 131. 
heorem 8.11. Let M be a Q-manifold and let f : M + R” X Q be a CE 
mrap. Then t/we exists a CE map g : M + Rn X Q such that g is 1 - 1 
over “; X _52 md g = f over (Rn - Int(Bz)) X Q. 
roof. Let M u {y ) and ( n X Q) u .[m2} dsnote the o;le-point com- 
pactifications of M iind n X Q, respectively. Then (M u {ml}) X Q and 
X Q) U -@ +, ‘t) Y Q are Q-manifolds. Let 
j? &J :K Q) u {=& X Q 
be defined by ;p= f X id on M X Q ancil &=I,@ = (~.)~,q), for all 4 E Q. 
Then f is a CI? ma/:) between Q-manifolds. Consider the restricted CE 
map 
j? . [(M u I* 1 ))I x Q] -7-l 
Using Theorem ‘7.1 we can find a 
‘pa 
Ja- I -T--‘(By x Q 
Such that & = J&ver 
X Q> u k2D k Q - WW;) x Q x 9) 
andT1 is l-1 over (B 
By restricting J to ) X Q we get a CE map 
fi :(M-f-‘(~‘IXQ))xQ-+(~~-B’I)XQXQ 
h that & = f id - - over 
- X X Let 
= - x x u - x k 
where topology chosen that fibers X get (for 
f - X as gets to X Using 4.1 
exists homeomorphism : + - X s’.‘.G’ 
4(x,0) x all e - X Similarly 
X= w -f~‘(Int(B”,)XQ))X(lo)) 
and let p : X + M -fvl(l?~ X Q) be a homeomorphism such that 
p(x,O) = x for all x E M -‘f- lCInt(B:) X Q). 
Define gl : M -fel(By X Q) + (R” - By) X Q by 
81 = 
1 clfip-’ 
on M--f -l(Int(Bi) X Q), 
or!! f -‘((Int(Bz) -By) X Q) X Qq 
Then gl is a CE map such that gl = f over (Rn - Int(B;)) X Q and gl k 
l-1 over (By - By) X Q for some I chosen close enough to 1. Choose I:~, 
1 < t, < t, and note that gi l(Bd(B~l) X Q) bounds a Hilbert cube A in 
M. Define g : M + Rn X (2 by setting g == gj over (R” -- Int(B:i)) X Q and 
glA is just a homeomorlphism of A onto By1 X Q. This completes the 
proof. 
9. The main handle problem 
In this section we establish our main handle result. For notation fet 
Sn - ’ denote the boundary of the n-cell BP1 = By. 
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.l. Let 2’ be a Q-manifb d2etf:X+BkX 
l,suc!z .fis l-l sverSk- 
X Q) ti a Z-set in X. Then there exists a CE map 
X Q! sttc1r that g = f over 
(Sk-I x Ln x Q) w (B” x ( - Int$?!j)) x Q) 
andgis 1-1 over&’ XBn X Q. 
roof. Note that Bk X n X Q is homeomorphic to x Q. Thus 
Theorem 8,l implies that there exists a CE map gl : X =+ Bk X Rn X Q 
such that gl = f over Bk X ( - IntfB!&)) X Q and gp is l--l over 
Bk X Bz,3 X Q. If ‘we knew that g1 = f over Sk--l X Int(B$) X Q, then 
we would be done0 We now take steps to modify gr to ensure this pro- 
perty. 
Consider the CE maD & 
g, I : grl(.BkX (Int(B~,&--P)XQ) + Bki (Int(B$) -B”)XQ 
and note that S”-l’ K(Int(B$-B”)XQ is a Z-set in BkX(Int(B$)-B”)XQ. 
Using Theorem 6.2 we can get a CE map 
such that g2 is I-I over Sk*_1 X (IntLB~ $ -Bn) X Q and 
g~$S~-’ X (Int(Bt .:J 
If gz is chosen suf f 
- B”> X Q) is a z’ -set in gil(Bk X (Int(B!&)-B”)XQ). 
&iently close to gl 1, then g2 can be extended to a 
CEmap&:X+BkX n X Q such that & = gl over 
- Int(B’;/$) u Bn] X Q. 
Now consider the two embeddings 
f-’ I l Sk-’ X Int(Bi) X Q + f -l(Bk X Int(,7!$ X Q)Y . 
m * sk-’ . X Int(B!f)i X Q 3 f -l(Bk X Int(Bi) X Q). /. 
The images of both of these embeddings are Z-sets in f -l(Bk X Int(Bz)XQ). 
Also q’ = f Of1 ,B’k-l :I( (Int(B!$ -B$) X Q and f -l(Bk X Int(B;) X Q) 
(which follows from Theorem 3.2 and the fact that a contract- 
Me ANR is an A I<). Thus 
gili z f-l 1 Ire1 Sk-l X (Int(B!j) -B&j X Q. 
Using Lerama 2.3 we can get a home0 
: f’-q;8” x . 
= f-l IP1 x In@?!g 
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